
Not Just Another Checklist Product
There are many checklist products on the market that provide you with a laundry list of tasks you must perform, and

information you need to gather, process, analyze, and validate to be compliant with a number of regulations and laws. 

 

Systech's Audit Guru takes this process to the next level with compliance automation.

Call Systech Today
See how Audit Guru can bolster your

compliance by speaking with your

dedicated account representative.

Secure Your Business Today.

Starting at  per month with a one-time

setup fee of $395.00

Audit Guru Features

Process Wizard: Your list of Compliance To-Dos is maintained for you by the system, and each task is automatically

crossed off and marked complete as you go.

Automatic Data Collection: The system automatically collects a ton of information that you would gather manually with

other tools, saving you time.

Let's Talk
Call +1-888-351-TECH (8324) or 

email at Sales@systechinfo.com.
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Audit Guru

Web-based Management Portal: Whether your compliance footprint is contained to a single site and entity, or spans

across dozens or even hundreds of them, everything is managed through a single, centralized web portal.

Multi-role Architecture: While a single person can run a complete compliance assessment, the system is set up to

allow multiple information stake-holders to directly input the information they have; and a technician, administrator, and

internal auditor each can participate in the process at key points.

Automatic Data Validation: The system automatically compares answers to questions with the information it

automatically gathers and highlights exceptions where the two don’t match.

$99.95



Why Do We Call It Audit Guru? 

We’ve captured the knowledge and know-how of the best compliance experts in our software. Systech Audit Guru is a “turn-

key” compliance server that automates the production of mandatory compliance reports, provides ongoing remediation

documentation, and manages the manual collection of required information from key stakeholders.

 

Because much of the network and system data you need is collected automatically, Systech Audit Guru  is hands-down, the

fastest and easiest way to perform a Compliance Risk Assessment and stay compliant.

 

Systech Audit Guru automates the collection of much of the data you need, analyzing it for you, and providing you with

dynamic worksheets that are customized based on the results of the collected data.
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Still Not Convinced?
Contact us for a personalized

demonstration on how this product

operates and can fit for your business.


